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Abstract
The objective of this study was to present a descriptive summary of patients experiences on receiving radiation treatment for Head And Neck Cancers (HNC). A qualitative
descriptive study design was used and 60 patients who undergo radiation therapy for head and neck cancers at Bugando medical centre in Mwanza were randomly selected. The face
to face interviews were conducted for data collection to 60 patients who receive radiation treatment for head and neck cancers between April 2021 to June 2021 for descriptive and
thematic analysis of data collected. Experiences from interview revealed six main themes:
Understanding and acceptance of disease, Desire to know the treatment plan and the overall treatment process,Functional disability, Change of body image, Decrease
of social interactions, Fear of cancer recurrence. Little attention have been directed in knowing the experiences on receiving radiation treatment by patients. Findings from
this study have contributed to the development of head and neck cancer patients support and education to patients and families.

Background of the study
Head and Neck Cancers (HNC) ranks six among the most
common cancers worldwide, and it is estimated that there
are more than 640,000 new cases of HNC and 350,000 deaths
occurring each year worldwide.The optimal management of
head and neck cancer requires a multidisciplinary approach,
which include surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
Radiotherapy is the main stay and it may be used alone or as a
part of multi modality approach.

The increasing incidence of Head and Neck Cancer
(HNC) in Africa is mostly due to increasing smoking habits,
westernization in lifestyle and diet, HIV/HPV and unfavourable
fiscal policies for health. Oral cancer potentially constitutes a
notable fraction of the global cancer burden, particularly in
developing Africa. Sub-Saharan Africa is experiencing a rapidly
increasing burden of cancer-related morbidity and mortality.
While annual deaths in the region resulting from Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), tuberculosis,and malaria are
steadily declining, cancer deaths are projected to increase by
85% between 2008 and 2030. Moreover, these projections
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assume static age-specific incidence rates and are based solely

Conceptual framework

on projected population growth and aging. Population-based
cancer registries, however, demonstrate increasing cancer
incidence, likely resulting from HIV and westernization of
lifestyles. This suggests future cancer burden in the region may
be significantly underestimated.
Earlier cancer detection via screening, insights into tumour
biology and pathogenesis, as well as improved treatments and
supportive care, have contributed to increasing cancer survivor
ship in high-income countries. However, cancer patients
in sub-Saharan Africa have largely not benefited from these
advances and outcomes remain poor because of severely limited
resources for diagnosis and treatment, as well as possible
differences in the aetiology and pathogenesis of cancer in this
region. The overwhelming majority of head and neck cancers
and related deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries,
which have challenges related to burden of disease versus
access to care. Due to scarcity of published data regarding
head and neck cancers in Tanzania, it is difficult to know the
magnitude of the problem in Tanzania and most recent studies
in head and neck cancers focuses on effectiveness of treatment
modalities and management of side effects and toxicities due
to treatment. The aim of this study was to find the patients
experiences on receiving radiation treatment for head and neck
cancers and the study results paved a way on increasing the
knowledge on those experiences and improve contribute to
the development of head and neck cancer patients support and
education to patients and families.

Material and methods
Setting and sample
The study was hospital based at Bugando medical centre
radiotherapy department in Mwanza Tanzania. The hospital
offers specialist inpatient and outpatient services and serves
as referral hospital for lake zone patients. The study sample
consisted of 60 head and neck cancer patients treated at
Oncology wing .Participants were between 25 to 75 years
old with the average age of 50 years. Most participants were
peasant by occupation.

Methods
Qualitative descriptive study design was used. Data
collection was achieved by face to face interviews to obtain
the information on the patients experiences in radiation
therapy for head and neck (HNC). The data collected were on
social demographic information and other information on the
experiences faced on the course of treatment. The duration
of data collection was from April 2021 to June 2021. After
obtaining ethical clearance and permission from the university
and hospital, eligible patients scheduled for radiation therapy
were invited to participate in the study. Participation was
voluntary and informed consent in writing, was obtained from
the volunteers. Face to face interviews, used to determine
individuals’ experiences, were conducted in Swahili.

Results
Social demographic characteristics
A total of 60 patients who are undergoing radiation therapy
for head and neck cancers at Bugando medical centre oncology
wing participated in face to face interviews.Majority of them
were male 14 (70%), 65% of the participants were employed
while 35% were unemployed. 15 participants (75%) were
Christians while only 5 participants (25%) were Muslims
Figure 1.
Six themes arose from data collection. There were making
sense and acceptance of diagnosis, desire to know the treatment
plan and the overall treatment process, functional disability,
change of body image, decrease of social interactions and fear
of cancer recurrence.

Understanding and acceptance of diagnosis
Cancer is popularly known as killer disease since it is the
cause of many deaths in Tanzania and worldwide.Knowing that
you have been diagnosed with cancer is very bad experience
to patients.It is associated with difficulties in understanding
how a person acquired cancer and acceptance of the disease.
Patients also became interested to know how they will be
treated, methods of treatment and overall treatment process
including the possible side effects. This stressful situation
brings about the decreased Quality of Life (QOL) of a patients
due to disturbance of physical, social and mental well being.
Majority of participants of this study explained sincerely that it
didn’t make sense to them that they are diagnosed with cancer
and it was difficult to accept that situation because they know
cancer is a killer disease Figure 2.

Desire to know treatment plan and overall treatment
process
All participants explained their desire to be well informed
on how the treatment plan will be conducted and the overall
treatment process. This is due to fact that head and neck region
contain the critical organs such as brain. The believe that
radiation only damage also made many participant interested
to know what will happen during the course of their treatment.
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Functional disability,change of body image and decreased social interactions
Patients with head and neck cancer often experience
speech difficulties, eating, and respiratory problems as well
as the psychological effects of loss of function and change in
body image. Majority of participant of the study complained
on Functional disability which were brought about by the
side effects of radiation treatment such as mouth dryness
(xerostomia), mouth and gum sores, difficulty swallowing,
weight loss, speech problems, stiffness in the jaws, nausea,
hair loss, a type of neck and face swelling called lymphedema,
and tooth decay. These side effect caused a decrease in Quality
of Life (QOL) hence causes functional disability, change of body
image and decreased social interaction to participants of this
study Figure 3.

Acceptance of Cancer diagnosis by
participants

Accepted
25%

Confused
75%

Figure 2: Acceptance of cancer diagnosis.

Fear of cancer recurrence
Side eīects distribuƟon among respondents
Cancer recurrence is one of long term effect after radiation
therapy. Patient treated with radiation sometimes have fear
that their cancer will emerge again after treatment which
causes the psychological disturbance. 40% of participants of
this study had fear of Cancer Recurrence (FoR) while the other
60% believed that treatment will finish their disease and there
will be no recurrence in the future Table 1.

Lymphedema
10%

Speech problems
25%

Discussion

Jaw sƟīness
15%

Several experiences are encountered by patients with
head and neck cancer who are undergoing radiation therapy
in relation to pre, pending and post treatment period. This
study aimed to determine the patients experiences on
receiving radiation therapy. In this study patients explained
the difficulties in understanding and acceptance of cancer
diagnosis, desire to know the treatment plan and overall
treatment process, functional disability, change of body image,
fear of cancer recurrence, and decreased social interactions.
Knowing that a person is diagnosed with cancer is a difficult
and stressful condition since cancer is known as a killer disease.
This situation causes the decreased physical, mental and
social stability hence decreases the quality of life of a person
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Figure 1: Social demographic characteristics.
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Figure 3: Side effects distribution among respondents.

Table 1: Percentage distribution of fear of cancer recurrence.
1.

Fear of recurrence

40%

2.

No fear of recurrence

60%

concerned. Many studies explain the importance of preparation
of patients mind to receive such terrible information and
psychological support after receiving such information on
diagnosis of cancer.

The distribuƟon of social demographic characterisƟĐƐ
ŽĨƉĂƌƟĐŝpants
70

Dry mouth
50%

KĐĐƵƉĂƟŽŶ

Radiation therapy for head and neck cancers takes time
up to three months.It involves many processes and decisions.
It involves treatment simulation, treatment planning and
overall treatment process.Patients diagnosed with head and
neck cancers are found to have a desire to know the treatment
planning process and their overall treatment process because
head and neck region contain critical organs such as brain.
The street belief that radiation only kills and it can never cure
also give many patients desire to know the overall treatment
process. Functional disability brought about by radiation
treatment side effects is also a very important experience that
head and neck cancer pass through during and after treatment.
This causes the change of body image of the patients which
causes the decrease of social interactions of patients.The
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effect of decreased social interactions causes the decrease of
quality of life of patients and their ability to perform their
daily economic and social activities.Although the fear of cancer
recurrence is not much indicated in many studies of head and
neck cancer patients but the study found that there was 40%
proportion of study population with the fear of recurrence.This
is a significant proportion to concentrate on more studies on
this experience.
The study had almost similar findings as the study conducted
by Maurene in Canada which found that radiation therapy can
be debilitating and patients can suffer short and long term
physical, functional and psychological problems including
pain,fatigue, difficulties with xerostomia, weight loss, loss
of taste, dysphagia and candidiasis. Also the study done on
patients perspectives on complications of radiation therapy
for head and neck cancers explained patients experiencing dry
mouth, overall weakness, mouth sores and pain, taste changes
and weight loss.The study done on symptoms experiences and
management of patients with head and neck cancer receiving
radiation therapy in 2017 explained eating difficulties, distress
and speech difficulties [1-22].

Conclusion
Radiation therapy for head and neck cancer is associated
with many experiences to patients which can be negative
experiences due to lack of knowledge and individual patient
support.The study aimed at determining patients experiences
on receiving radiation treatment for head and neck cancers
so that the improved patients support and education on those
experiences can be determined Individual patient support and
education on overall treatment process and associated side
effects is significant provided to improve patients experiences
on receiving radiation therapy for head and neck cancers.
Also more studies should be done on this matter for better
understanding of those experiences to improve patient care for
head and and neck cancers.
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